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A meditation on what we've made of our civilization; a world where we embrace our own alienation,
and weaponize sexuality. If you don't know how to love, all you can do is hate, and none of us are
better than the herd. This is one of the more worthwhile budget short films out there.

The acting, while not perfect, is better than one would expect from a film of this type. The score is
well done and the narration is thought provoking. The fight scene is pretty camp, but it neither
suffers from trying too hard, nor is it objectively bad, however, it is definitely not this film's strongest
element.

The only real issue is that on the technical side, the production value really shows; regarding the
audio quality, visual quality and one rather obvious digital effect.

This film is insightful and has some fun moments. For it's faults it is worth watching, and offers
something for everyone to take away from the experience. This interesting short piece is Davis
Aurini's producing, writing and acting film debut. Aurini has obtained recognition as a manosphere
you tuber and blogger and is currently filming a documentary on the notorious and controversial
Anita Sarkeesian. As usual in Aurini's work, the film is an acquired taste. His style is highly
intellectual and (superficially) very pessimist. This will play quite well with Aurini's fan base and
hopefully expose his work to a wider audience. The film's forte is its sheer audacity: a philosophical
rant dressed up as a film noir martial arts hybrid. Its drawback is that it is very experimental and was
made with a shoe string budget. The viewer that watches with an open mind and paying attention
should come out satisfied. a5c7b9f00b 
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